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    he Queensland Photobook Consortia consists of a group of 
photobook and artists’ book makers and self-publishers from Queensland. 
Through their publishing projects they provide comment on contemporary is-
sues relating to life and times, not only of their home state Queensland, but also 
Australia and the wider world which they inhabit.

The first presentation of the QPBC was at the 2019 Melbourne Art Book Fair at 
the National Gallery of Victoria. Their first group publication is a Zine, pictured 
above, that was available from their table at the Fair.

Members of the Consortia presenting in Melbourne include: 

T



THE BOOKS
As presented by the authors

Dane BEESLEY

Title: Yelseeb Enad
      

Date: 2018
Media: Digital press
Book Format: Codex, hardcover with dust jacket
Page Number: 32 pages 
Edition: 100
Printer: BLURB
Dimensions (cm) 21 x 25 x 1.0
ISBN:  978-1-36-606890-3

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Long before Kerouac enticed a generation of Beatniks west-
ward across an unknown America, the Road has occupied a 
mythic place in the Western imagination, between obligation 
and adventure, between truth and fantasy, between youth and 
young manhood.

Semioticians may argue that the road leads nowhere, that the 
Road itself is the destination, and it’s perhaps this theme that 
Beesley explores most deeply. His images trace an unknown 
timeline to an unknown destination, where Dane appears 
only as a tall shadow. There’s an honesty, a quest for truth, per-
haps a naiveté in the images reminiscent of cinéma vérité that 
captures the adolescent wanderlust it seeks to document.

Beesley imagines the Road romanticised by Dylan, Frost and 
Wolfe and captures small moments and big cars invested with 
meaning. 



Isaac BROWN

Title: This Rock Between Us

Date: 2019 dummy version
Media: Archival ink on archival rag paper, wax thread 
Book Format: Softcover codex, hand stitched coptic binding with
                               accompanying box
Page Number: 10 pages
Edition: dummy version
Designer/Printer/Publisher: By the author
Dimensions (cm): 32 x 42 x 1.0

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

My adult relationship with my father is difficult for me. It 
is not abusive, violent or exploitative, though differences 
between us have contributed to a history of disconnection. 
Part of a larger series of works, This Rock Between Us investi-
gates this difficult relationship. The book centres on a single 
rock: hard, floating, and an unsubstantiated substance, the 
rock appears and vanishes from moment to moment. The 
book attempts to represent the relationship as a physicality, as 
an object that exists ‘in-between’, and built, by my father and 
me. Initially I had thought the rock symbolised the difficulty 
of forgiveness, though as the work developed, it has become 
a representation of the relationship as a physical form that 
exists between us. 

This Rock Between Us is part of the larger project AWOL at 
Vung Tau Beach. The project examines how photography and 
artist books can ethically address the difficult and complex 
interactions I have with my father, and my own son. An 
extraordinary narrative was created through the project which 
began by examining the possibilities and limits of a contem-
porary photo documentary practice to facilitate communica-
tion between my father and I. It aimed at the onset to address 
and challenge fissures in the relationship. Ultimately the 
work shifted from this original premise and became driven 
by a sharpened sense of the ethical engagements encountered 
through photo media practice. 

Isaac BROWN



Victoria COOPER

Title: Desire Paths

Date: 2019 
Media: Archival inkjet inks on Epson Archival Matte paper
Book Format: concertina book
Page Number: unpaginated
Edition: ten copies + two artists proofs
Designer and Concept: Victoria Cooper 
Book Construction: Concertina book binding and printing by 
Doug Spowart
Dimensions (cm): 11.0 x  9.8 x 1.0 extending up to 118 cm

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

In 2018, I revisited the Bundanon Trust 
property near Nowra, NSW,  for a third 
artist in residence in 11 years. 

Although only short stays, I have always 
found this an important place and time 
to deeply consider ideas and my prac-
tice. As a result of the connection with 
both the ethos and the environment of 
Bundanon, I am now becoming deeply 
aware of how human and non-human 
desires help to define the present and 
future of this land.

Victoria COOPER

Title: Beimg Present

Date: 2019 
Media: Digital Press 
Book Format: Softcover codex
Page Number: 32 pages
Edition: Print on Demand
Designer/Concept/Montage: Victoria Cooper
Printer: POD, University of Queensland
Dimensions (cm): 21.0 x 15.0 x 0.6 cm

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Being Present has its physical origins from the Bundanon 
Trust and the Shoalhaven River. The electron microscopic 
images come from unexplored work made during an earli-
er residence in 2007 of collected detris from the river. The 
montages were contructed with these microscopic images as 
interventions into a riparian environment near the property. 
The book is informed by the work of notable writers, thinkers 
and philosphers, Martin Heidegger and Rachel Carson.



Neil DEGNEY

Title: You Are Here

Date: 2017
Media: Laser printed on acid free paper
Book format: Side stitched, hard case bound
Page Number: 198 unnumbered pages 
Edition: Limited 50 copies each signed & numbered
Designer/Printer/Publisher: Self-published
Dimensions (cm): 297 x 210 x 17

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

You are here is a volume of ‘Camera phone’ images taken on 
the streets of Brisbane during the years 2014 to 2017. The 
title references the ubiquitous wayfinding signs often found 
in unfamiliar environments that enable us to determine our 
geographical position and plan a course towards our intended 
destination. The book is divided into sections each relating to 
a theme – concrete, shad-
ows, laneways, reflections, 
convex mirrors, architec-
ture and so on. The book 
was produced as part of 
an exhibition shown at 
Maud Street Photo Gal-
lery, Brisbane, in October 
2017.

Neil DEGNEY

Title: Daywalkers

Date: 2019
Media: Laser printed on acid free paper
Book format: Manual saddle stitched
Page Number: 40 unnumbered pages 
Edition: Limited 25 copies each numbered
Designer/Printer/Publisher: Self-published
Dimensions (cm): 210 x 148 x 5.0

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Daywalkers is a smaller more personal book that can be easily 
‘digested’ in one sitting. Whilst You Are Here has almost no 
images of people Daywalkers consists entirely of images of 
people captured on the street with a ‘Camera Phone’.  Produced 
in 2019 as a follow up / companion volume to You Are Here.



Ana Paula ESTRADA

Title: Memorandum

Date: 2016
Media: Digital press
Book format: Codex, section sewn (exposed spine), it contains 

a separate small 8pp booklet, fold out pages and a 
tipped in 112gsm translucent page

Page Number: 170 pages, 86 photographs 
Edition: First edition 200
Designer/Publisher: Self-published
Printer/Binder: Phil Leonard
Dimensions (cm): 297 x 210 x 17

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Memorandum is a book that uses photography, oral history 
and collection material to recount life stories. It is a project 
about things that were remembered, photographs that were 
carefully stored and conversations that must never be forgotten.

The book includes an essay on the topic by Dr Doug Spowart.

This book is the outcome of a Siganto Foundation Artists’ 
Books Fellowship at the State Library of Queensland in 2015 
-2016.

Memorandum has been recognized within different fields; it 
was awarded the Art Association of Australia & New Zea-
land’s Best Artist Book Prize 2017, as well as a Silver Award 
with Distinction by the Australian Professional Photography 
Awards and was awarded a Commended in the Australian 
Photobook of the Year Award. It was also shortlisted in Les 
Recontres Arles (France), Libris Award (Mackay) and Felila 
International Prize (Argentina) to mention a few. 

It has been exhibited broadly nationally and internationally, 
and it was acquired by the Australian Library of Art and the 
National Library of Australia among other collections.

Ana Paula ESTRADA



Heather FAULKNER

Title: North of the Border: 
         Stories from the A Matter of Time Project

Date: September 2016
Media: Offset
Book format: Codex – Flexi-bound paperback
ISBN: 9781742589152 
Publisher: University of Western Australia Publishing 
Dimensions (cm): 24.5 x 19.3  x 1.91

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

“I love this state-do not get me wrong. I love Queens-
land to bits. I don’t want to live anywhere else in the 
world. But at that time we were four million years behind 
everything else, everyone else”.
Lyn Fraser 

Since the end of the Joh Bjelke-Peters-
en State government, conditions for 
LGBTIQ identified Queenslanders 
have improved but remain a tenuous 
arrangement. As the struggle for 
rights continues, North of the Bor-
der uses documentary photography 
and first-person narratives to tell the 
intimate stories of eight lesbians who 
found themselves existing outside of 
the ‘norm,’ and how that experience 
informs how they identify as Queens-
landers today. 

North of the Border explores the ways 
in which state politics and culture 
impacted negatively upon the lives of 
LGBTIQ women in Queensland. It 
gives voice to a group of marginalized 
women during a moment of renewed 
interest in sexual politics and identity, and systemic discrimi-
nation. This book is the culmination of Heather Faulkner’s A 
Matter of Time project.

Heather FAULKNER



Tammy LAW

Title: Permission To Belong 

Date: September 2016
Media: Digital press printing, box board, cloth and braid
Book format: Codex in pictorial clamshell
Page Number: 105
Edition: 95 copies –based on the country telephone calling code 
for Myanmar/Burma
Designer/Printer/Publisher: printed and bound by the author
ISBN: 9781742589152
Dimensions (cm): 14.5 x 19.5 x 3.5 clamshell

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Permission To Belong is a story of migration, 
home and belonging that documents the everyday 
lives of families from Myanmar (Burma) who have 
been resettled in countries abroad. Living against 
the backdrop of decades of repressive military rule 
and civil war, the renegotiation of these identities, 
family structures and sense of belonging are as 
diverse and complex as the history of Myanmar.

Burma is a country that is home to 135 eth-
nic groups that are formally recognised by the 
Myanmar government, it is a country abundant 
in natural resources that has been subject to a set 
of overlapping, ongoing conflicts that began over 
half-a-century ago.

For many families (originally from Burma) refugee camps are 
home. Many live in transition, between a place of imperma-
nence and permanence, belonging and displacement and re-
settlement has become a common survival method for ethnic 
minorities, who are persecuted for racial, religious or political 
reasons. The Myanmar government estimates that there are 
currently 4.25 million Myanmar nationals living abroad.

The book combines portraits of people in new domestic 
environments with ‘fold out’ posters scattered throughout. 
The posters are comprised of images from the ‘inside’ and 
once opened, transport you to the ‘outside’ facade of homes. 
Here, projections of images from within refugee and internal-
ly displaced camps along the Thai-Burma border are layered 
into newly resettled environments that respond to feelings of 
absence and presence expressed by the families involved. The 
portraits are coupled with written testaments from families 
living transnationally in USA and Australia.

Much of the narrative surrounding Burma concentrates on 
the country’s internal problems but personal experiences 
are often left behind. In Australia our current government 
policy is shaped around border protection concerns and 
that idea that asylum seekers are breaking the rules. This 
book is a tribute to families who have been moving across 
continents in search for a place of home and belonging.

Tammy LAW

Tammy took part in the Japanese Reminders Photographic 
Stronghold Photo book As An Object workshop in 2017. Under 
the direction of Yumi Goto and Jan Rosseel she developed the 
original dummy into a fully handmade artist book.

The book dummy was shortlisted in the Singapore International
Photo Festival (Singapore, 2018) and was exhibited at Photo
Bangkok (Bangkok, 2018) and Photobook New Zealand (Wel-
lington, 2018).



Louis LIM + Beth JACKSON

Title: ... there is no end 

Date: 2018
Media: Digital press printing, box board and thread
Book format: Codex, Hard Cover with combination of Kettle 
Stitched and Concertina.
Page Number: 218
Edition: 8 handmade book dummy versions
Designer: Louis Lim - developed under the RPS photobook master-
class 2017 by Yumi Goto, Sandra van der Doelen and Tuen van der 
Heijden.
Printer/Publisher: Self-published by Louis Lim and Beth Jackson
Dimensions (cm): 19.5 x 25 x 2.5

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

The photobook ‘… there is no end’ is a collaboration between 
Louis Lim and Beth Jackson which deals with grief, loss 
and upheaval from two separate encounters that intertwine 
through the process of photobook making. 

Louis Lim states: I invited Beth to share her story of grief, loss 
and upheaval. To hold a mirror, as it were, to my own. Her 
poem brought to mind a series of images I had been working 
on of cloudy skies. When I showed her these images, Beth 
thought that Michael would have loved them, as he spent 
many decades painting small watercolour seascapes with large 
areas of sky and far horizons. So the words, the photographs 
and Michael’s own watercolours have happily folded them-
selves together. 

My connection with Beth started on a project where we 
embarked on a journey to understand peace through people 
who have experienced war. At the same time, I was trying to 
comprehend a shocking circumstance where a close relation 
of mine was detained and confined for 5 years. Beth was there 
listening to my commotion and guilt. 

Michael was originally invited to be part of our first peace 
project because he had fought in the Vietnam War and held 
the value of peace so deeply. Michael declined, being an in-
tensely private person. In many ways this book continues our 
peace project - searching, finding and folding together. And 
in these ways it is an artwork – not a linear journey but a back 
and forth, across word and image, past and present, connect-
ing voices, criss-crossing lives, revealing stories within stories, 
carried within.

Developmental versions of this book was shortlisted in the 
Singapore International Photography Festival Photo Book 
Showcase 2018, and was shortlisted for the Artspace Mackay’s 
2018 Libris Award and was subsequently acquired. The final 
version of the book is in current production for release in 
2019. 

Louis LIM + Beth JACKSON



Thomas OLIVER

Title: The agents of form in action

Date: 2016
Media: Pages from various found books
Book Format: Concertina
Number of pages: 18
Edition: Unique state
Designer/Printer/Publisher:  Thomas Oliver
Dimensions (cm): 19.0 x 14.3 x 0.3  (when closed)

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

The agents of form in action is a concertina book by Thom-
as Oliver made from the pages of found books in Toronto, 
Canada. The images flow in a stream of conscious fashion, 
linking from the previous page to the next through a twisting 
of visual form and subject matter. The book acts 
much like a short visual poem and is an extension 
of both Oliver’s free flowing poetic text works 
and his street photography. In this case, Oliver 
has literally found the photographs in boxes on 
the street.

The book itself can be physically read in two 
forms: as a codex held by the reader, one page 
being turned to the next; or as a concertina ex-
tended into a circular layout. The ‘first’ and ‘last’ 
images link via the motif of a stretched hand, 
letting it be read from front to back or vice versa, 
and looping on itself as a concertina.

Thomas OLIVER

Title: DOGS GODS

Date: 2019
Media: Recycled paper, Dog Collar, MDF, Acrylic Paint, Brass 
plated upholstery pins, typewriter ink
Book Format: Codex, artists’ book
Number of pages: 30
Edition: Unique state
Designer/Printer/Publisher:  Thomas Oliver
Dimensions (cm): 25 x 50 x 1.0 

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

DOGS GODS is comprised of two 
opposing sides. The left is a series of 
images, taken by Oliver, the right is an 
ekphrastic response to the images, the 
words taking on a stream of conscious 
rumination on the dualities of organ-
ised religion and canine ownership. 
As a book, the reading experience 
ricochets between image and text as 
the reader subconsciously shakes their 
head from left to right.

The poem is heavily steeped in word 
play and linguistic trickery, and the-
matically flirts with ideas of subser-
vience, obedience, ownership, and a 
constant yearning for approval and 
belonging. Initially the first version of 
DOGS GODS was ‘performed’ by the artist, both sides being 
turned simultaneously, read like a sermon from a podium. 



Victoria REID

Title: Liberté

Date: 2017
Media: Digital press – Sovereign Silk 150 gsm pages; Covers–  
 Sovereign silk 300 gsm with matt cello on front cover
Book Format: Codex – perfect bind with staple
Number of pages: 56 + 4 cover 
Edition: 20
Designer/Printer/Publisher: Author
Dimensions (cm): 13.9 x 17.8  x 0.5 

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Liberté is Victoria Reid’s first self-published photobook. 
It examines the search for sexual freedom in a society 
in which tightly prescriptive sexual norms prevail. The 
narratives in Liberté focus on people who create meaning 
in their worlds outside of what is considered ‘normative’ 
behaviour. Exchange of power, consent, trust, role playing 
and gender identity are explored. The narratives in Liberté 
are not intended to be a holistic representation of each of 
the topics explored, but rather a window to look through 
into the intimate lives of the participants and their own 
personal experiences and thoughts.

Victoria REID

Title: Motherhood and Reflecting 
(A set of 2 books presented in a box to be read together)

Date: 2018
Media: Motherhood: Printed with an Epson P800 inkjet printer 
by the author on Awagami Washi Bamboo paper 170 gsm; red 
buckram book cloth
Reflecting: Printed on an inkjet printer at Live Image QCA on 
Epson Enhanced Matte Paper 

Book Format: Motherhood is a handmade Coptic bound codex 
photo artist book
Reflecting is a handmade concertina photo artist book
Number of pages: Motherhood 128, Reflecting 39
Edition: 20
Designer/Printer/Publisher:  Author
Dimensions (cm): Motherhood: 16.9 x 12.0 x 3.3
                                 Reflecting: 11.5 x 15.1 x 1.3

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

The institution of mother-
hood and the experience of 
mothering has impacted my 
notions of self-worth and 
shifted my self-identity over 
time. Women are judged on 
their mothering skills, the 
behaviour and outcomes of their children, the state of their 
house, and how they present themselves. But nobody judges 
harder than the mother herself. It is my aim to create dialogue 
around the institution of motherhood and the experience of 
mothering, by bringing my personal journey into the public eye.

Motherhood and Reflecting are Victoria Reid’s second 
self-published books born out of an autobiographic and 
collaborative documentary photography research project 
exploring what it is like to be a mother in Reid’s family. Reid 
examines historic and contemporary lived experiences of her-
self and her family through a feminist lens. The photographic 
series includes candid moments, portraits, objects, memories 
and locations which are created into two handmade photo 
artist books that are presented in a box to be read together. 
Reflecting is a handmade concertina photobook that provides 
a timeline of pivotal moments in Reid’s identity creation and 
maintenance through object photography. Motherhood is a 
handmade Coptic bound codex photobook that narrates Reid’s 
family life through collaborative documentary photography.



Jeff RYAN

Title: Paribus - a magazine from the streets of 
Brisbane (Volumes 1, 3 & 5)

Date/s: April 2016, September 2016, December 2018
Media: Premium magazine - print-on-demand 
Book Format:  Codex magazine format
Number of pages: Volumes 1 & 3: 60 pages; 

Volume 5: 160 pages 
Edition: Open edition

 Designer/Publisher: by the author
Printer: BLURB
Dimensions (cm): 28 x 22 x 0.5 cm; 28 x 
22 x 0.5, 28 x 22 x 0.10

ABOUT THE MAGAZINES

Paribus is a magazine from the streets of 
Brisbane. The idea came about because of a 
lack of printed street photography magazines 
available and what was out there usually 
depicted big international cities: New York, 
Tokyo, Paris, London.  

So why not a street photography magazine 
from Brisbane, Australia?

The title of these magazines comes from the 
Latin ceteris paribus, meaning ‘other things 
being equal’.  So is Brisbane as good a back-
drop for street photography as anywhere else 
in the world, other things being equal?

Volume 1 is a Moriyama inspired black and 
white depiction of inner CBD Brisbane made 
over a few days in March 2016.

Volume 3 was just one afternoon in Fortitude 
Valley, an inner-city suburb known for its 
chequered history.  It’s a wide angle, stream 

of consciousness view using the bleach bypass 
visual effect. 
 
Volume 5, at 160 pages in colour, represents ten weeks of wan-
dering through the streets and laneways of Brisbane, repeatedly, 
like being in a dream you can’t escape.

Title: Tolerance 

Date: 2018
Media: Digital press, print on demand on premium lustre paper.
Book Format: Codex, hardcover
Number of pages: 62 pages 
Edition: Print on demand only,  ordered through blurb.com
Designer/Publisher: by the author
Printer: BLURB
Dimensions (cm): 30 x 30 x 0.10

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Tolerance is a series of monochrome photographs made over four 
years in country towns and cities of Australia.  Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne, Charters Towers, Clifton, Maleny, Rosewood.

What do you see? Who do you see?  “Just a few of the people I 
would never see again”.  But all of them crossing the photographer’s 
path momentarily in coincidental intersections of time and place.

The title comes from the cover photograph of graffiti found at a 
park overlooking Brisbane which represents some of the major 
religions and cultures of the world.  Thinking that the graffitist 
intended to convey a message of inclusion and tolerance of others, 
Jeff Ryan made this book depicting brief encounters with people 
unknown, unnamed and never to be seen again.  But captured in a 
book to re-live and think about again.

Jeff RYAN



Jeff RYAN

Title: Evening Falls 

Date: 2018
Media: Digital press, print on demand on proline uncoated paper.
Book Format:  Codex, hardcover
Number of pages: 122 pages 
Edition: Print on demand only,  ordered through blurb.com
Designer/Publisher: by the author
Printer: BLURB
Dimensions (cm): 30 x 30 x 1.9

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Inspired by a song of the same name by Enya with lyrics by Roma 
Ryan, Evening Falls is a series of monochrome photographs made 
in Brisbane during the middle part of 2018.  The visual inspiration 
relates to photos of Enya on the album notes of Watermark, photo-
graphed in high contrast black and white film, thirty years earlier in 
1988.  

Hence, the style of these images:  grainy, monochrome, contrasty, 
fleeting.

The words of inspiration come from the last verse: “like a child pass-
ing through never knowing the reason”.  Sharing that sentiment, the 
photographer often feels that the world and its people and places 
and events exist without his understanding.  

Observations made never knowing the reason, like a child passing by.

THE BUNYIP POND COLLECTIVE
A collaboration by CoopArt and de Burton 
The collaborators: 
           Lindy Osborne Burton
           Neil Burton
           Victoria Cooper
           Doug Spowart

Title: Questioning/Knowing: 
         Contemporary Regional Architectural Practice

Date: 2019
Media: Pigment inks on photographic paper and paint
  on artist’s canvas covered boards.
Book Format: Concertina book 
Page Number: 90 unnumbered pages 
Edition: 10 + 3 artists’ proofs 
Designer/Printer/Publisher: By the authors
Dimensions (cm):10 x 10 x 3.8 cm (codex view). 
      Opened up variable to 900cm

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

Inspired by Alain de Botton’s seminal text, The architecture of 
happiness, CoopArt and de Burtons present a visual enquiry into 
the homes, their design and contents of collected personal artefacts, 
that are represented as saleable for a potential new owner. 

The book is presented in eight visual chapters, each of which address 
a distinct question on: ideals, desire, values, emotions, identity, taste, 
ambitions, and worth. This critique investigates these psychological 
themes through the photographic representations offered as the best 
view or aspect of each home as presented on www.realestate.com.

From the humble vernacular wool shearing shed to some of the 
more exotic religious or Spanish inspired interpretations, CoopArt 
and de Burtons consider how the personal styles and designs of 
these regional homes may offer potential glimpses into the happi-
ness of home ownership.

This book contributes to a larger discussion about what we know as 
‘home’, and what makes us happy. 



Doug SPOWART

Title: I am about to read an Australian photobook

Date: 2019 vMABF
Media: Pigment inks on cartridge and photographic papers with 
elastic cord.
Book format: Codex, 8-page fold + cover
Page Number: 8 unnumbered pages 
Edition: Limited 15 copies each signed & numbered
Designer/Printer/Publisher: Self
Dimensions (cm): 15 x 10.5 x 0.7

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

This little book presents a 10 step guide for the considered and 
thoughtful ‘reading’ of a photobook.

It is the 5th edition of  this book and was published to celebrate the 
first public appearance of the group The Queensland Photobook 
Consortia at the 2019 NGV Melbourne Art Book Fair. 

The book has been written, revised, designed, printed and hand-
bound by Doug Spowart as an outcome of his ongoing photobook 
research. 

Title: A Compendium – 
Australian Photobooks vMABF

Date: 2019
Media: Digital press
Book format: Codex
Page Number: 32 unnumbered pages 
Edition: Limited 30 copies each signed & numbered
Designer/Publisher: Self
Printer:  MomentoPro.
Dimensions (cm): 15 x 10.5 x 0.7

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

This book features 32 pages of contemporary and historical infor-
mation about photobooks in Australia, including:
•	 The names of nearly 300 photographers who make or have 

made photobooks 
•	 The names of 120 publishers
•	 The names of 40 designers
•	 100 portraits of photographers 
•	 Photographs of photobook events 
•	 A selection of Australian photobook covers

Doug SPOWART

Title: Thinking about the house to come ... 

Date: 2019
Media: Pigmented inks on Stonehenge and photographic 
paper, waxed linen thread.
Book format: Codex, long-stitched to cover
Page Number: 48 unnumbered pages 
Edition: production dummy
Designer/Printer/Publisher: Self
Dimensions (cm): 21 x 15 x 1.0 

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

As I sit before the window in this house I think of home –
my home.

I’ve been on the road for a few years and have stayed in 
many homes - none of them my own ... 

I’m thinking of the home, my home, the one 
that is to come ...

This book was conceptualised and created by Doug Spowart 
during the artist’s residency at Arthur Boyd’s Bundanon on the 
Shoalhaven River near Nowra in New South Wales in June 2018.

The residency enabled a lost connection with making ‘art’ and 
studio work. Inner thoughts emerged that have been suppressed 
through the needs of travel, work seeking, looking for a place to 
settle, and maintaining connections with supporting friends and 
colleagues.

Self imaging is not something new to me as from the early 1980s 
I was an exponent of the technique now burdened by the title 
‘selfie’. What is new however in this work is the frank reality of 
the expression, pose and perhaps vulnerability I present in these 
moments contemplating ‘home’ and what it means to me.

All photographs have been made at dusk from the front room of 
the Bundanon property known as the Writer’s Cottage. They are 
self portraits with occasional forays into imaging what is before 
me, be it wispy clouds, wind blown silky oak branches, silhouett-
ed shapes, room lights and lamps.

This book is a unique state ‘dummy’- a beginning of the book to 
come.

The title of the book comes from a phrase in the catalogue essay 
from a recent exhibition in Venice, Trois machines a penser by 
Dieter Roelstraete. 



David SYMONS

Title: The Man From Apophenia

Date: 16/2/2019
Media: Digital Press
Book Format: Saddle Stitch with fold out sections
Number of pages: 68 pages plus 1 foldout
Edition: 1st edition 100 copies
Designer/Publisher: David Symons
Printer: POD, University of Queensland
Dimensions (cm): 21 x 14.5 x 0.7

STATEMENT ABOUT THE BOOK

The Man From Apophenia explores the split per-
sonality relationship between the photograph 
and the viewer. The book sets up the viewer as 
an unreliable witness to something that may, or 
may not, have happened. 

Can we ever believe what we see?  

Desires, fears, belief systems and memories 
are all called upon as the viewer searches for 
evidence.  

What evidence are we looking for in a photo-
graph ? The truth ? 

And who is the man from Apophenia? 



THE AUTHORS



Dane BEESLEY

Biography: 
Dane Beesley (born 1978) is an Australian photographer. 
He has created photography books; exhibited widely, and his 
photographs are held in public and private collections. Using 
the family basement as a darkroom, he began taking and 
making pictures from an early age but when he purchased an 
enormous jumble of old cameras and photography equipment 
from a deceased estate, he started experimenting.

Dane Beesley has been described as a “leading Australian rock 
photojournalist” by Melbourne street press Beat Magazine. 
Marei Bischarn, photo editor at Rolling Stone Australia, 
described his work as “honesty in photos; nothing planned or 
fabricated – just pure energy and great times. It’s like having a 
drink while you’re getting ready to go out.” Continuing to say 
of his book Splitting the Seconds: A Photographer’s Journal 
“Flick through this book, grab your jacket and run out that 
door ‘cos something magical has to happen.” 

Book presented at MABF: 
Yelseeb Enad 2018

Contact Details: 
Website: www.danebeesley.com
Email: hello@danebeesley.com

Isaac BROWN

Biography: 
Isaac Brown is a photographic artist from Brisbane work-
ing in the photo documentary genre. Often exploring 
relationships between the photographer and the subject 
Isaac’s work is contemplative and questioning. His work 
is informed by ethical philosophy and has often involved 
personal risk. His recent major project ‘AWOL from Vung 
Tau Beach’  investigated the use of photographic artist 
books as an intervention in his relationship with his fa-
ther. He is a sessional lecturer at the Queensland College 
of Art, Griffith university and has shown nationally and 
internationally.

Book presented at MABF: 
This Rock Between Us dummy version 2019

Contact Details: 
isaacbrownphotography.com
@__isaac__ 

Victoria COOPER

Biography: 
Victoria Cooper PhD  has been working in the visual arts for 
25 years, which is informed by the contemporary condition of 
human/nature relationships and the emergent social theory 
of Solastalgia. In the post technological paradigm of pho-
tography, Cooper seeks synergies between the low tech, hand 
made processes and the digital medium working with pinhole 
photography, the camera obscura and cyanotype technologies 
and processes within her ongoing visual research of Place.
Her site-specific documentation of Place and other related 
creative work is formed into limited edition artists’ books. 
Many of these books are held in significant national and 
private collections including the rare books and manuscript 
collections of the National Library of Australia and the Aus-
tralian Library of art in the State Library of Queensland. 

Books presented at MABF: 
Desire paths  2019
Being Present  2019
Questioning/Knowing: 
Contemporary Regional Architectural Practice  2019 
A collaborative work with the Bunyip Pond Collective.

Contact Details: 
Website: www.wotwedid.com 
Social Media: Instagram – @wotwesaw

Neil DEGNEY

Biography: 
Neil Degney currently lives and works in Brisbane. He has 
over 30 years of experience working in image making both as 
a photographer and visual artist. He has exhibited nationally 
and internationally in a range of mediums during that time. 

Books presented at MABF: 
You Are Here 2017
Daywalkers 2019

Contact Details: 
degney@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/degney/photo
www.instagram.com/you_are_here



Heather FAULKNER

Biography: 
Heather Faulkner is a documentary transmedia practitioner 
whose action research explores the synergetic themes of 
identity, place and belonging. Her professional career as a 
photojournalist and award-winning picture editor has seen 
her work published broadly on an international scale.

Dr Faulkner’s social documentary research has made a 
significant contribution to the historical understanding of 
lesbian culture in Queensland, the most conservative state in 
Australia. Her transmedia documentary project, A Matter of 
Time, has uncovered the hidden narratives of lesbian-iden-
tified women who experienced living in Queensland during 
the ultra-conservative Joh Bjelke-Petersen era government. 
Her book, “North of the Border: Stories from the A Matter 
of Time Project, will be published by University of Western 
Australia Publishing.

Book presented at MABF: 
North of the Border: Stories from the A Matter of Time Project

Contact Details: 
Website: https://amatteroftime.com.au
https://experts.griffith.edu.au/academic/h.faulkner
Social Media: @hafoto

Ana Paula ESTRADA

Biography: 
I am a Mexican–Australian artist based in Brisbane. For the 
last seven years my art practice has focused mainly on the doc-
umentation of life stories of older Australians by combining 
photography, oral history, and the artist book. 

Book presented at MABF: 
Memorandum  2017

Contact Details: 
www.anapaulaestrada.com

Tammy LAW

Biography: 
Tammy Law documents stories that are reflective of her 
experiences of being a child of Chinese migrants, and the 
bubble of Asian/Australianness within which she lives. Her 
travels through Asia—mostly in Japan, China, Malaysia, 
Thailand and Burma—and the differences between Asia and 
the West propel her to focus on concepts of migration, home 
and belonging. This book’s development and production has 
been supported by the celebrated Tokyo based Reminders 
Photography Stronghold.

Book presented at MABF: 
Permission To Belong  2019

Contact Details: 
http://www.tammylaw.com

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/tammyhylaw

Instagram
@tammy_laws

Louis LIM + Beth JACKSON

Biographies: 
Louis Lim is a Brisbane-based photographer and photo-
book-maker whose work explores the diversity in human 
conditions, specifically those that are under-represented in 
mainstream media. His work has been exhibited in several 
Australian galleries and presented internationality. Most 
recently, his work in collaboration with Beth Jackson, ‘… there 
is no end’ has been shortlisted in Singapore International 
Photography Festival Photo Book Showcase 2018, and 2018 
Libris Award with acquisition by Artspace Mackay. He has also 
exhibited his photobook with live bookbinding demonstration 
in Central Embassy Open House as part of Photo Bangkok 
Festival. Lim has attended the highly regarded Reminders 
Photography Stronghold Masterclass to develop this personal 
photobook project. 

Website: http://louislzm.com

Beth Jackson is an independent art curator and writer based in 
Brisbane. She established her art consultancy practice, Artful-
ly, in 2012 with a specialist focus in curating art for the public 
realm. Her art writing has appeared in exhibition catalogues 
and journals such as Eyeline magazine. Poetry has been a life 
long and predominantly private practice. 

Website: http://www.artfully.com.au/

Book presented at MABF: 
... there is no end   v2018



Victoria REID

Biography: 
Victoria Reid is a photographer and photobook artist based in 
South East Queensland. Her most recent work explores how 
her identity has been created and maintained throughout her 
motherhood journey. The intimate narrative reflects on pivotal 
moments of her identity creation, including the revelation that 
the domestic violence she experienced in her first marriage still 
impacts her daily life and mothering. 

Reid’s practice includes documentary photography and studio 
photography. With interests in documenting the human 
condition Reid aims to provide a voice for injustices in society 
and raise awareness of topics that are not always spoken about. 
Reid wishes to provide a platform through her work, for wom-
en especially, to be able to hold space, be heard, acknowledged 
and valued.

Books presented at MABF: 
Liberté   2018
Motherhood & Reflecting (boxed set) 2018

Contact Details: 
Website: www.victoriareidphotography.com.au 
Social Media: www.facebook.com/VictoriaReidPhotography

Thomas OLIVER

Biography: 
Thomas Oliver is an Australian-Hungarian visual artist based 
in Brisbane. His work predominately uses photographic and 
moving images to investigate the interactions of portraiture, 
and the connections between inconspicuous everyday experi-
ences. Oliver incorporates personal photographic images with 
experimental darkroom techniques to create poetic narratives. 

In 2017 Oliver received a Bachelor of Photography with 
Honours from the Queensland College of Art. He has exhib-
ited in both in Australia and the UK.

Books presented at MABF: 
DOGS GODS (2019)  Of Kind (2019) 
Re/Order (2019)   Sfear (2019) 
The agents of form in action (2016) 

Contact Details: photo@thomasoliver.com.au
 
Website: 
www.thomasoliver.com.au   +   www.thomasoliver.photo

Social Media: 
@slow_motion_magic_trick      +    @thomas__oliver

Doug SPOWART

Biography: 
Doug Spowart PhD has an extensive involvement in Austral-
ian creative industries as an artist, educator, curator, gallerist, 
commentator and reviewer. For over 30 years he has made 
photobooks and artists’ books. Many of these books are held 
in private, regional and state public galleries, national and 
international photography and artists’ book collections. 
His reviews and commentaries on photobooks have been 
published in journals including the Australian Centre for 
Photography’s Photofile and the La Trobe Journal of the 
State Library of Victoria. In 2015 he was awarded a research 
Fellowship at the State Library of Queensland.

Books presented at MABF: 
Exile and retreat, homeliness and homelessness, rootlessness and 
belonging 2018
How to read a photobook   v2018
A Compendium of Australian Photobooks v1.3   2019
Questioning/Knowing: Contemporary Regional Architectural 
Practice   2019 A collaborative work with the Bunyip Pond 
Collective.

Contact Details: 
Website: www.wotwedid.com 
Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/doug.spowart

Jeff RYAN

Biography: 
Jeff Ryan’s main interest is life and light in Brisbane where 
he was born in 1955.  He has been capturing its streets and 
public places since the 1970s and online since 2011 through 
brisstreet.com - Jeff Ryan’s Brisbane (and other places).  Self-
taught, Jeff takes photographs for his own pleasure and creates 
magazines and books expressing his personal and sometimes 
poignant view of the world.  Influenced by and appreciating 
photographers as diverse as Kertesz and Moriyama, Atget and 
Eggleston, he is the amateur photographer that he aspires to be.          

Being an observer rather than a reporter, Jeff has no intended 
message or story in his photographs other than what can be 
seen and interpreted by the viewer in each image. No pho-
tograph is more or less important than another one, ceteris 
paribus, other things being equal.

Books presented at MABF: 
Paribus - a magazine from the streets of Brisbane. Vols 1, 3 & 5  
     (2016-2018)
Tolerance (2018)
Evening Falls (2018)

Display copies only - can be purchased through blurb.com, 
search “Jeff Ryan”

Contact Details:   
Website:  jeffryan.photo; brisstreet.com
Social Media: Instagram: brisstreet



THE BUNYIP POND COLLECTIVE
A collaboration by CoopArt and de Burton 

The collaborators: 
           Lindy Osborne Burton
           Neil Burton
           Victoria Cooper
           Doug Spowart

Lindy Osborne Burton
I was originally educated in South Africa and later moved to 
Australia, where I commenced working as an architect at Cox 
Rayner Architects in Brisbane. I quickly developed a speciali-
sation in the design of complex public and institutional build-
ings—my architectural portfolio is extensive and includes 
over 70 building projects, including the Princess Alexandra 
Hospital Redevelopment, the Artspace Mackay Gallery and 
the Southbank Education & Training Precinct.

Following 12 years of practice as an architect where I received 
14 professional design awards, I chose to pursue a full-time 
academic career. Now the Master of Architecture Course 
Coordinator at Queensland University of Technology, my 
research interests centre on transformative architectural 
education, the design of innovative learning and healthcare 
environments, and the interstitial spaces between art and 
architecture. I have completed a PhD on experimentations in 
transformative pedagogy and space.

I am an active member of several professional committees in-
cluding the Australian Institute of Architects and the Associ-
ation for Learning Environments in Australasia. My teaching 
excellence has been recognised at QUT with a dean’s per-
formance award and a vice-chancellor’s performance award, 
and nationally through an Office for Learning and Teaching 
citation for outstanding contributions to student learning. 

Neil Burton
While I trained as an earth scientist, my career later transi-
tioned into the business world where I entered the world of 
management in the building materials business. Photography, 
however, has always been my true calling in life and I have 
been immersed in the art, craft and technical aspects of pho-
tography for 45 years. 

I am passionate about, and dedicated to, the understanding 
of complex technology in the production both high quality 
digital images and prints. My photography has also been rec-
ognised through success in the AIPP Australian Professional 
Photography Awards

The natural world, including the magnificent landscapes of 
South East Queensland, has long been a focus for my pho-
tographic endeavours. Notably images I have made of remote 
parts of Moreton were used in the battle to protect the island 
from sand mining, which was later gazetted as a National Park.

Geoscience has both shaped my understanding of place, and 
provided a good foundation for my current practice in archi-
tectural photography. My visual work is underpinned by the 
interplay of my knowledge of geology, geomorphology and 
photography into an imaginary 3D overlay. 

Lindy Osborne Burton + Neil Burton 

Victoria Cooper + Doug Spowart

David SYMONS

Biography: 
David Symons is a Brisbane based artist. The idea that the 
photograph sits precariously on the edge of the real and 
imagined is the great appeal of the medium to David. Born 
in Scotland, he studied photography in Western Australia in 
the 1980s. David has exhibited locally and nationally and has 
been a finalist in prizes including The Olive Cotton Award 
and the IRIS Award. His photographic work is held in The 
Art Gallery of Western Australia Collection.

Books presented at MABF: 
The Man From Apophenia  2019

Contact Details: 
Website: www.davidsymons.com.au 
Social Media: www.instagram.com/sym0nster

ABOUT THIS BOOK AND THE CONSORTIA

Doug Spowart and Victoria Cooper conceived the idea 
of establishing The Queensland Photobook Consortia in 
November 2018. A number of photobook makers that were 
known to us and others who were recommended were ap-
proached to form the inaugural group.

The first activity was to prepare the submission for a table 
at the Melbourne Art Book Fair (MABF) to present and sell 
the Consortia member’s books. We were successful with our 
submission and will be at the MABF in March 2019.

This booklet was designed by Doug Spowart with the edito-
rial and critical support of Victoria Cooper.

The copyrights in the photographs, books and texts resides 
with the authors.

The Pine Apple Illustration is from The fruit grower’s guide 
1892 – vintage illustration by Charlotte Rothschild. 
We also acknowledge the re-edit of this image by Miss May 
Rivers of www.rawpixel.com

 




